Abstract. Our country generally uses small current grounding system (the neutral point no direct grounding system). Due to the fault current is too small to identify. So the distribution network operators have been plagued by this kind of fault line selection accuracy. This research establishes simulink model to analyze the fault of single-phase grounding system with matlab. The simulation and the results are used to guide the fault line selection.
Features of Single-Phase Fault for Small Current Grounding System
In Power System, the neutral point no-grounding or through the arc suppression coil, resistance grounding system is called the small current grounding system. Our country China stipulated that the system below 35 kv power distribution should be with small current connection mode, when the single-phase grounding occurs in small current grounding system, all over the ground capacitance in the lines will pass through the zero sequence current which is small and scattered, it causes some difficulties for choosing grounding line. Due to the influence of various interferences, especially the system is smaller or with arc suppression coil, it's more likely to cause misjudgment. Common grounding methods of power system are neutral point directly grounding, no-grounding, through arc suppression coil grounding (it's also called resonant grounding), through resistance grounding.
Neutral Point No-grounding System
Fault features of single-phase grounding for neutral point no-grounding system: 1) When the single-phase grounding occurs, there is zero sequence voltage in the whole power system.
2) There is zero sequence current in no-fault component, the values is equal to the own line's capacitive earth current, its actual direction is from bus line to circuit.
3) For fault line, zero sequence current value is larger which is the sum of capacitive earth current of the whole no-fault component, capacitive current's actual direction is from circuit to bus line.
Neutral Point through Arc Suppression Coil Grounding
Fault features of single-phase grounding for neutral point through arc suppression coil grounding system: 1) When the single-phase grounding occurs, fault phase-to-ground voltage is zero, no-fault phase-to-ground voltage is still the line voltage, and there is the zero sequence voltage whose value is equal to phase voltage in normal power grid. But the power grid is still three-phase symmetry.
2) Arc suppression coil voltage is zero sequence voltage, arc suppression coil current pass through fault point and fault phase, except the no-fault line.
3) The zero sequence current value of no-fault line is equal to grounding capacitive current, the direction is from bus line to circuit. In the case of overcompensation, zero sequence current value of fault line is the sum of the residual current and capacitive earth current, its inductive current and the direction is from earth to bus line.
Through these fault characteristics, we can know that when the single-phase grounding fault occurs in small current grounding system, the zero sequence current, voltage will change, there are also a lot of mutations in the transient signal, and various differences between fault and normal line. It provides the possibility for us to select fault line. Next, through the simulation, we'll make the fault characteristics visualize and combined with simulation oscillogram, specifically analyze the fault features to match the fault line selection.
Neutral Point No-grounding System Simulation

Building and Calculation of Simulation Model
Build a simulation model of 10 kv neutral point no-grounding system with the simulink, as shown in figure 1 . In the simulation model, a phase of single-phase grounding occurs in the third line for 1km point (between line1 and line2). There are a total of four 10 kv transmission lines in system. Lines 1-4 all use the "Three-phase PI Section Line" model; the length of the lines are 1 km, 140 km, 120 km and 180km respectively. To be sure, in this paper, the simulation model of the transmission line length artificially lengthen, the purpose is to make the simulation of fault features more evident, this does not affect the validity of the simulation results.
There are four Y connection loads in circuit, Load 1-4, all use the "Three-phase Series RLC Load" model. The active powers are 2MW, 1MW, 1MW, 0. 2MW respectively; the inductive reactive power is all 400 kvar; the capacitive reactive power is 0, frequency is 50 HZ, phase voltage RMS is 10 kv.
Each the beginning of the line set three-phase voltage current measurement of "Three-phase V-I Measurement" model which could translates the measured voltage and current signals into a Simulink signals, It's equal to the voltage and current transformer.
According to the parameters setting: 
The Results of Simulation Analysis
Before the start of simulation, select discrete algorithm (the system default Ode45 algorithm), and the end of the simulation time is 0.2 s, set sampling time for Ts=0.0001s with "Powergui" model. Use "RMS" and "display" model, get the RMS of the zero sequence current at the beginning of each line and grounding current, I D =19. 80 A.
Compared with the theoretical value, I D =19. 52 A. Errol is less. When the system is running normally, the line is to keep a certain voltage to the earth. This is because each circuit has a capacitance between conductor and ground, the capacitance is in the charging state. Due to the value of three-phase capacitance to earth is equal, circuit to ground is three-phase symmetrical, there is no zero sequence current through the line.
From figure 2.1, after the A phase of single-phase grounding in 0. 04s, A phase voltage to earth reduced to zero, at this time, the symmetric three-phase relatively pathways is no longer symmetric. Because of neutral point floating, the neutral point potential would shift, the other two phase-to-ground voltage (A phase and B phase) rise to √3 times(line voltage). But the line voltage remains symmetry, there is no effect on load.
From figure 2.2, In the case of neutral point no-grounding, for no-fault line, the value of A phase current is zero, B and C phase have their own capacitive current, so zero sequence current of no-fault line is still own capacitive current. Zero sequence current lead zero sequence voltage 90 degrees, so the actual direction of capacitive current is from bus line to circuit (The direction of the capacitive reactive power is from the bus lines to circuit).
For zero sequence current of fault line, it's the sum of capacitive earth current of the whole no-fault component. Zero sequence current lag zero sequence voltage 90 degrees(capacitive current actual direction is from circuit to bus line); fault line of the zero sequence current and zero sequence current of the no-fault circuit phase difference of 180 degrees. Zero sequence current and zero sequence voltage appears only after the single-phase earth fault. The amplitude of each no-fault phase zero sequence current would be increased as the growth of the line. The zero sequence current phase position of all no-fault phase are the same.
Using these feature information, constitute the basis of fault line judgement, it can better solve the problem of distribution network of single-phase earth fault line selection.
Neutral Point through Arc Suppression Coil Grounding System Simulation
Building and Calculation of Simulation Model
On the basis of figure 1 , establish the simulation model of neutral point through arc suppression coil grounding. As shown in figure 3 . It means the neutral point accesses an inductance coil, the other parameters is constant. Its purpose is to use the sensibility of arc suppression coil current compensation for ground fault capacitive current, make the ground fault current is reduced, and arc can extinguish by itself, pledge to continue the power supply, the continuity and reliability of power is greatly increased. When the overcompensation is 10%, C ∑ =3. 418×10 -6 ×1. 1=3. 7598×10 -6 F. Thus L=0. 8992 H. Resistance is 30ohms.
The Results of Simulation Analysis
Operate the simulation model of 10 kv neutral point through arc suppression coil grounding system, get the Zero sequence voltage 3U 0 , Zero sequence current 3I 01 , 3I 03 , 3I 04 at the beginning of each line, Fault point grounding current I D , and arc suppression coil current I L . As shown in figure 4 . I D =6. 209 A＜19. 80 A, The current value is far less than the grounding current value of neutral point grounding system, Visibly the arc suppression coil compensation effect is obviously effective.
For the neutral point through the arc suppression coil grounding system, from figure 3, after the A phase of single-phase grounding in 0.04s, the amplitude and distribution of capacitive current is the same as the neutral point no-grounding system, the difference is the existence of inductive current I L in the grounding point, which means that the moment of single-phase grounding in the neutral point through the arc suppression coil system, through the grounding current of fault point is For the no-fault line, the zero sequence current is still their own capacitive current, zero sequence current lead zero sequence voltage 90 degrees, the actual direction of capacitive current is from bus line to circuit, which is the same as neutral point no-grounding system. When using the total compensation, the zero sequence current through the fault line and no-fault line are still their own capacitive earth current. The actual direction of the capacitive reactive power is from bus line to circuit. Thus in this case, it's unable to identify the fault line with amplitude of stable current and power direction. When using the over-compensation, the value of zero sequence current which through the fault line are greater than their own capacitive current, and the direction of capacitive reactive power is from bus line to circuit, which is the same as no-fault line direction. So in these cases, there are a lot of difficulties for us to select the fault line accurately.
Summary and Expectation
The small current grounding system is an important part of power system, the problem of fault line selection is always the key point of the relay protection technology workers. This article analyzes the main characteristics of the small current grounding system, including neutral point no-grounding system, neutral point through the arc suppression coil system. Sets up the two kinds of simulation model of the small current grounding system with Matlab simulation. Compares the differences between before and after fault. The small current grounding system actual running environment is complicated, there are a lot of circuits and the system is easily affected by external environment. The most of fault is instantaneous arc fault, and compared with practical engineering, the existing fault line selection algorithm are ideal. So how to improve the accuracy of small current line selection, reduce the probability of misjudgment, remains a key problem we need to be addressed.
